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Abstract Abstract Syntax Notation One (ASN.1) is a standard language for defining data types whose values may be exchanged across a network between two communicating applications, independently from the possible heterogeneity of the peers. ASN.1 has been adopted by a wide range of applications, such as network management, secure email, mobile telephony, voice over IP etc. It oﬀers a very involved subtyping paradigm consisting of constraints upon recursive types, which restrict their sets of values in a set-theoretic manner or in a structural way. Because of this great expressiveness, most ASN.1 compilers are not likely to fully check arbitrary combinations of subtyping constraints. We propose to fully validate the X.680 specifications, i.e., the main part of ASN.1, by means of an algorithm which relies on the set constraints theory. Set constraints are inclusions between expressions interpreted over the domain of sets of trees which may be recursively defined. We define a system of constraints which can model all the specifications, we provide a complete collecting algorithm which extracts such constraints from a given specification, and, finally, we give a solving procedure which relies upon an algorithm of Aiken and Wimmers. As a result, either the constraints have no solutions (and the specification must be rejected), or the value sets can be finitely represented. It is straightforward to determine whether these value sets are empty; if they are empty then the specification is rejected. This article addresses both the network tool implementors and the theorist audience. Keywords: ASN.1, abstract syntax notation, validation, compilation, set constraints.
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Introduction The wide variety of software and hardware architectures in distributed systems and telecommunications makes it valuable to use a common high-level data notation in protocol specifications. For this reason, the ISO organization and the International Telecommunications Union defined the Abstract Syntax Notation One (ASN.1) [1–4] series of standards. ASN.1 is a language of data types allowing the protocol designer to capture numerous networking concepts, such as protocol data units, without worrying about the possible environment and implementation heterogeneity of the peers. The peers must share a set of ASN.1 modules and agree upon a method for encoding values (which are produced at run-time by the communicating applications) into series of bits: the encoding rules [5, 6]. An ASN.1 compiler accepts a set of ASN.1 modules and, according to a given set of encoding rules and a peer-specific target programming language, produces a set of data type definitions in that programming language, together with a codec for the values to be exchanged. Then these pieces of source code are compiled and linked separately against the communicating application. ASN.1 has been adopted for a wide range of applications, such as network management, secure email, mobile telephony, air traﬃc control, video conferencing over the Internet, electronic commerce, digital certificates, radio paging, as well as emerging technologies like interactive television and financial service systems. ASN.1-based software is used in Microsoft’s Internet Explorer and Outlook. It is also found in wireless applications from Nokia, Ericsson and Motorola. ASN.1 is used to implement cryptographic protocols which secure credit card purchases over the Internet. Biometrics, databases, ATM transactions, plane take-oﬀs and landings all rely on ASN.11 . There are excellent books [7, 8] for the audience of protocol designers and users, but it is still a challenge to write an ASN.1 compiler. The main reason is that, in order to fulfill its users’ numerous needs, the language is extremely expressive (without including functions). As a consequence, some compilers may reject valid specifications or, worse, silently accept invalid ones. Vendors argue that this is hardly a real problem because such complex specifications are rarely found in practice. Nevertheless, we claim that this pragmatic approach can fruitfully be enhanced by a theoretical study which leads to an actual implementation. Semantics, i.e. consistent mapping from the syntactic constructs into some set of logical objects, leads to a greater understanding of ASN.1 and the opportunity for a better product. The aim of this work is to provide such a mapping for X.680 [1], the main part of ASN.12 , by means of an algorithm that can be implemented and integrated in the front-end analyser of an ASN.1 compiler. Since the paradigm of ASN.1 data types is ‘types as sets of values’ [9], the main requirement that arises, at least as far as telecom1



See http://asn1.elibel.tm.fr/ to learn about more uses. X.680 does not contain information objects, non-subtyping constraints or parameterization. 2
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munication is concerned, is that types must contain at least one finite value. The finiteness condition applies no matter what the encoding rules are, but it arises from the fact that the current standard encoding rules cannot handle infinite values, i.e. recursive values. The existence requirement is the main aspect of the validation of ASN.1 specifications, because it is directly related to the values that can be encoded, independently from the encoding rules. It is also the most diﬃcult, because it cannot be dealt with by syntactic means only, i.e. it requires computations or, more generally, inductions on mathematical objects. In mainstream programming languages, typechecking (i.e. checking whether a value complies with its declared type) is enough as far as validation is concerned and the sets of values corresponding to types are not considered explicitly. In ASN.1, the great deal lies in an involved notion of subtyping. It consists of constraints upon recursive types, which restrict their sets of values in a set-theoretic manner (e.g. by intersection) or in a structural way (e.g. by requiring the omission of some fields in a record-like construct). In this article we introduce a set-theoretic interpretation which maps types and subtypes into sets of values, by means of an algorithm, and also allows a constructive decision procedure for the ‘at least one finite value’ property — thus fully validates the X.680 specifications (except tagging). The algorithm deals with the entire X.680 standard. It brings new insights to obscure areas of the standard (like type compatibility in assignments or recursion), which, while not often used by the protocol designer, are unavoidable for the tool implementor concerned with full conformance. The algorithm is twofold: a collecting algorithm, which extracts some constraints, and a solving procedure. Some of the constraints are set constraints [10, 11], so the solving procedure relies upon Aiken and Wimmers’ algorithm [12]. Set constraints are inclusions between expressions interpreted over the domain of sets of trees. First, in section 1, we briefly introduce ASN.1 (the subtyping constraints are presented step by step in section 6). In section 2, we define a strict subset of X.680 which has fewer ambiguities and syntactic constructs; it also allows a much simpler presentation of the collection algorithm of sections 5 and 6. We give a procedure for rewriting every X.680 specification into core ASN.1. We provide, in section 3, a formal predicate for the ‘at least one finite value’ property on (unconstrained) types in core ASN.1. This property is a prerequisite for handling subtypes. Next, in section 4, we introduce our constraints. The collecting algorithm is introduced in two steps: first, the collection from types is given in section 5; second, the collection from proper subtypes appears in section 6. We finally explain the resolution process in section 7.
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Presentation of ASN.1



This section provides a very short overview of ASN.1. For a more detailed introduction, please refer to Dubuisson’s book [7]. The subtyping features will be presented in section 6 together with the constraint
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collection from subtypes. ASN.1 provides basic types as follows. • The BOOLEAN type has two predefined values TRUE and FALSE, e.g., ok BOOLEAN ::= TRUE defines a value TRUE whose name is ok and whose type is BOOLEAN. • The NULL type only has one value, also noted NULL. This type is often used as a placeholder in many real complete specifications to indicate that no additional information is needed, or it is used to test incomplete specifications. • The INTEGER type matches the mathematical set Z, e.g., zero INTEGER ::= 0. The syntax also allows some constants to be distinguished: DayInTheYear ::= INTEGER {first (1), last (365)} defines the type DayInTheYear as being INTEGER, and distinguishes two integers named first and last, whose respective values are 1 and 365. Then newYearsEve DayInTheYear ::= last defines a value newYearsEve. The definition is valid because last is in the scope of DayInTheYear; the name newYearsEve is bound to the value 365. • The ENUMERATED type defines a collection of (constant) names, like SynchroIndicator ::= ENUMERATED {serial, parallel} allows the following value definition: synchro SynchroIndicator ::= serial. It is possible, though not recommended, to specify the encoding of an enumerated value, like PositiveLogics ::= ENUMERATED {false (0), true (1)}, but this has no impact on the values themselves. • The REAL type corresponds to the mathematical decimal numbers, defined either with a dotted notation, e.g., 5.7, or a sequence, e.g., {mantissa 1, base 10, exponent -3}. • The BIT STRING type corresponds to strings of bits, e.g., ’1101’B (binary) or ’0D’H (hexadecimal). The syntax also allows some bits to be distinguished. Given T ::= BIT STRING {msb (7), lsb (0)}, the definition v T ::= {msb, lsb} stands for v T ::= ’10000001’B. It is also possible to restrict the size of the string using a subtyping constraint: StringOf32Bits ::= BIT STRING (SIZE (32)). • The OCTET STRING type is similar to the BIT STRING, except that the encoded strings must contain a number of bits that is a multiple of eight (and no bit can be distinguished by a name). • The OBJECT IDENTIFIER and RELATIVE-OID types are used to reference other ASN.1 modules at an international level, by means of a path in a standard tree. They can also identify a physical object, such as a printer on a network, or a postal package, or an ASN.1 type which is carried in some larger message. They are not considered here. • For historical reasons there are plenty of string types in ASN.1, like NumericString, IA5String, UTF8String, GeneralString
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etc. They mainly diﬀer in the alphabet they are built upon3 . Here, we will not make any diﬀerence between these strings, and assume there is only one kind, called String. These basic types can be used to construct other types: • The SET type corresponds to the record-like structures in programming languages, e.g., PersonInfo ::= SET {age INTEGER, married BOOLEAN} of which one value may be: i PersonInfo ::= {married TRUE, age 32}. Some components may be marked as optional or having a default value, e.g., Point ::= SET {x REAL DEFAULT 0.0, y REAL DEFAULT 0.0} allows defining the value origin Point ::= {}, which is the same as origin Point ::= {x 0.0, y 0.0}. Here is an example from a real protocol: DataAcknowledgementTPDU ::= SET { destRef Reference, yr-tu-nr TPDUnumber, checkSum CheckSum OPTIONAL, subSeqNr SubSequenceNumber DEFAULT 0, flowControlCnf FlowCntlConf OPTIONAL} • The SEQUENCE type is the same as the SET type, except that the component values must be given in the same order as they are declared, e.g.,, given Point ::= SEQUENCE {x REAL, y REAL}, the value origin Point ::= {y 0.0, x 0.0} is rejected. • The SET OF type corresponds to the mathematical notion of sets with repetition: all elements are of the same type, but their number is not known beforehand (unless the set’s size is constrained to a given value), and they can be repeated, e.g., T ::= SET OF INTEGER allows the value definitions empty T ::= {} and small T ::= {7, 9, 1, 1, 3}. • The SEQUENCE OF type corresponds to the dynamic arrays or lists of some programming languages. It is similar to the SET OF type, except that the elements will be encoded in the specified order. Since the encoding rules are out of the scope of this paper, this diﬀerence is not relevant. • The CHOICE type corresponds to a union in C, a case in Pascal, or a sum type in ML. For instance T ::= CHOICE {x REAL, y BOOLEAN} allows the following declarations: u T ::= x : 0.5, where the component x is chosen to build the value, and v T ::= y : FALSE where the component y is used. The protocol data units are CHOICE types, because they model all the possible queries and responses between two peers. As we show later, a CHOICE type may be recursive, like the other constructed types. An example from a network management protocol is CMISFilter ::= CHOICE { 3



There are other factors besides just the alphabets. Some string types such as GeneralString allow escape characters to kick into alternate character sets (such as those for diﬀerent languages) while others such as UTF8String can represent characters of all languages directly.
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item FilterItem, and SET OF CMISFilter, or SET OF CMISFilter, not CMISFilter}
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Core ASN.1



It is diﬃcult to separate the diﬀerent concepts throughout the syntax. The types, values and subtyping constraints may depend on each other: a type may contain constraints (on components) and values (e.g., default values), a value has a declared type, and constraints rely upon types (e.g., inclusion constraint) and values (e.g., value constraint). Another related diﬃculty is the large number of syntactic constructs. In order to allow a clearer presentation of the constraint collection (sections 5, 6 and 7), we define a strict subset of X.680, which we call from now on core ASN.1 (versus full ASN.1), that will be used in the rest of this paper. In core ASN.1, • there are no COMPONENTS OF or selection types; • the INTEGER type does not allow defining constants; • component types are references; • SET OF and SEQUENCE OF apply to references; • default values are references; • enumerated and bit string constants are references; • types of declared values are references; • default, enumerated, integer and bit string values appear in a constraint upon their expected type; • types in inclusion constraints are references; • there is no type reference just after the symbol ‘::=’ and constraints appear only at top-level, i.e., the extended Backus-Naur Form for type declarations is: ::= ["("")"] • there are no infinite values, i.e., recursive values. Since we have not yet introduced the collection, it is awkward to explain here the rationale behind core ASN.1. As a consequence, this information will be given later and the reader may skip the next section when reading this for the first time.



2.1



Mapping full ASN.1 into core ASN.1



Full ASN.1 is mapped into core ASN.1 by applying a series of rewritings. It is important to note that each step strictly preserves the expressiveness of full ASN.1. In other words: core ASN.1 can express all that can be expressed in full ASN.1 and nothing more. Another useful property is that each simplification output can be given in (the syntax of) full ASN.1, making presentation easier. As
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software tools use a specific internal data representation, the practical bonus is that pretty-printing is then possible at each stage with the same initial pretty-printer (i.e., for full ASN.1). It is assumed that the following transformations and checkings apply to an ASN.1 module whose syntax complies with X.680 [1]. (The attentive reader will note that not all the rewritings commute, i.e., the following enumeration cannot be arbitrarily shuﬄed.) 1. We extract the default constant values from the SEQUENCE and SET types, following the example T ::=  SET {a REAL DEFAULT 0.0}  T ::= SET {a A DEFAULT v} A ::= REAL −→  v A ::= 0.0 where A is a fresh type reference and v is a fresh value reference. 2. We lift the enumeration constants (enumerated, integer and bit string constants) to the top-level, as shown by (v is a fresh value reference): T ::= { ENUMERATED {a(x), b} T ::= ENUMERATED {a(v), b} −→ v INTEGER ::= x T ::= { INTEGER {a(x)} T ::= INTEGER {a(v)} −→ v INTEGER ::= x T ::= { BIT STRING {a(x)} T ::= BIT STRING {a(v)} −→ v INTEGER (0..MAX) ::= x 3. For each value declaration, we extract the given type and create a corresponding type declaration for it. We also create another type declaration where the previous type is required to contain the originally declared value.  For instance, consider  y A ::= 1 A ::= REAL(0..9) y REAL(0..9) ::= 1 −→  B ::= A (y) where A and B are fresh type references. This way the declared type in a value definition is bound in a type definition (A). Also, the typechecking of a value (y) can be done with our algorithm (through B), since it deals with subtyping constraints. 4. The types which appear in COMPONENTS OF constructions are replaced by fresh type references (in the following, A is a fresh type reference) T ::= SET {COMPONENTS OF SET {a REAL}} { T ::= SET {COMPONENTS OF A} −→ A ::= SET {a REAL} 5. We want to relax the dependence between subtyping constraints and types. Hence, for each inclusion constraint, we replace the included type by a fresh reference and add a corresponding new type declaration, like (A is a fresh type reference): { T ::= U (A) T ::= U(SET{a REAL}) → A ::= SET {a REAL}
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6. We replace each component type by a reference: T ::=  SET {a REAL, b SET {d INTEGER}, c U (V)}  T ::= SET {a A, b B, c C} → A ::= REAL B ::= SET{d D} C ::= U(V)  D ::= INTEGER where A, B, C and D are fresh type references. 7. At this step, we replace each type to which a SET OF or a SEQUENCE OF applies, by a reference: { T ::= SET OF A T ::= SET OF REAL (C) −→ A ::= REAL (C) where A is a fresh type reference. 8. We (at top-level)  remove the selection types  A ::= i < B   A ::= INTEGER     B ::= C B ::= C −→ C ::= CHOICE{i D}   C ::= CHOICE{i D}     D ::= INTEGER D ::= INTEGER You must also be aware of the possibly misleading case: { { A ::= SET OF S A ::= SET OF S −→ B ::= A (SIZE (7)) B ::= SET (SIZE (7)) OF S The result B ::= SET OF S (SIZE (7)) would be wrong! This step is diﬃcult because it removes all recursive types declarations that do not lead to a uniquely defined type, like T ::= T or T ::= CHOICE {a a < T} etc. Note that the selection types that do not define a unique type lead to recursive type definitions whose pattern is X ::= X, as T ::= CHOICE{a a < T} −→ { { T ::= CHOICE {a A} T ::= CHOICE {a A} −→ A ::= a < T A ::= A From now on we know exactly what a referenced type is, and thus what is the type of a value. 9. The top-level type references are unfolded, i.e., the type references at the declaration level are replaced by the type they reference { { T ::= U (C) T ::= REAL (D ^ C) −→ U ::= REAL (D) U ::= REAL (D) During this step, ill-formed recursive definitions, like X ::= X, are rejected. 10. The { default values are expanded, like v T ::= {} T ::= SET {a U DEFAULT w} −→ v T ::= {a w} T ::= SET {a U DEFAULT w} 11. The type references in the COMPONENTS OF clauses are replaced by { their corresponding components T ::= SET {COMPONENTS OF A} A {::= SET {a REAL} T ::= SET {a REAL} −→ A ::= SET {a REAL} 12. Integer and bit string constants are { { unfolded T ::= INTEGER {c(x)} T ::= INTEGER −→ v T ::= c v T ::= x
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In the case of bit string values which are specified by means of a series of bit names, we unfold their associated references and replace the value by an equivalent one without those names { T ::= BIT STRING {msb(x),lsb(y)} v{T ::= {msb,lsb} T ::= BIT STRING −→ {v T ::= ’10000001’B x INTEGER (0..MAX) ::= 7 (see step 2). where y INTEGER (0..MAX) ::= 0 This step may reveal some recursive { { values T ::= INTEGER {c(v)} T ::= INTEGER −→ v T ::= c v T ::= v 13. We  disallow the recursive values, like v T ::= {v} or  v T ::= {v} T ::= SET OF T or  v T ::= {} T ::= SET {a T DEFAULT v}



2.2



Validation issues



In core ASN.1, it is possible that 1. types have only infinite values: T ::= SET {a T} 2. values are ill-typed: v T ::= ""



T ::= REAL



3. in { particular, value references may be ill-typed: a A ::= b A ::= INTEGER b B ::= 1.5 B ::= REAL 4. constraints are inconsistent: T ::= REAL (SIZE(7)) 5. subtypes are empty: T ::= SET ((SIZE(1)) INTERSECTION (SIZE(2))) OF REAL; 6. subtypes have no value set: T ::= A(ALL EXCEPT T) These cases can be classified into the diﬀerent problems: the finiteness problem (case 1), the typechecking problem (case 2), the type compatibility problem (case 3), the constraint consistence problem (case 4), the non-emptiness problem (case 5) and the solvability problem (case 6). The type compatibility problem is a sub-case of the typechecking problem, and constraint consistence together with non-emptiness are subcases of the solvability problem, because we will explicitly construct the values of each (sub)type when the system is solved. Moreover, since we added a new type declaration for each value declaration at rewriting step 3, the solvability of the subtyping constraints will cope with the typechecking problem. So, finiteness and solvability are enough to get a full validation of X.680 specifications and we need, as a starting point, to express formally those concepts.
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2.3



Algorithmic meta-language



We shall use as meta language for the description of our algorithm a version of the functional language ML: OCaml4 [13], which is a fullfledged programming language, as well as, historically, a logic metalanguage. Therefore our algorithm is close to an actual implementation and is also a formal (operational) model. Readers familiar with ML may skip this section, which gives a crash overview of its syntax and semantics. (This presentation is based on Pidgin ML [14].) The core language has types and values. Thus, 1 is a value of predefined type int, whereas "CL" is a string. Pairs of values inhabit the corresponding product type. Therefore, (1, "CL") has type (int × string). Recursive type declarations create new types, whose values are inductively built from the associated constructors. Thus a type modeling a binary tree of integers could be declared as a sum by: type ib_tree = Node of ib_tree × int × ib_tree | Leaf. Parametric types give rise to polymorphism: if x is of type t and l is of type (t list), we construct the list adding x to l as x :: l . The empty list is [ ] , of (polymorphic) type (′ a list). Although the language is strongly typed, explicit type specifications are rarely needed from the programmer, since principal types may be inferred mechanically. The language is functional in the sense that functions are first class objects. Therefore the integer doubling function may be written as fun x → x + x , and it has type int → int. It may be associated to the name double by declaring: let double = fun x → x + x . Equivalently we could write: let double x = x + x . Its application to value n is written as (double n) or even double n when there is no ambiguity. Application associates to the left, and thus f x y stands for ((f x ) y). Recursive functional values are declared with the keyword rec. Thus we may define the factorial function as: let rec fact n = if n ⩽ 0 then 1 else n × (fact(n − 1)). Functions may be defined by pattern matching. Thus the first projection of pairs could be defined by: let fst = fun (x , y) → x or equivalently (since there is only one pattern in this case) by: let fst (x , y) = x . Pattern-matching is also usable in match expressions which generalise case analysis, such as: match l with [ ] → true | → false, which tests if list l is empty, using underscore as catch-all pattern. Evaluation is strict, which means that x is evaluated before invoking f in the evaluation of (f x ). The let expressions allow the sequentialization of computations, and the sharing of sub-computations. Thus let x = fact 10 in x + x will compute fact 10 first, and only once. Exceptions are declared with the type of their parameters, like in: exception Failure of string. An exceptional value may be raised, like in: raise (Failure "div 0") and handled by a try switching on exception patterns, like: try expression with Failure s → . . . Other imperative constructs may be used, such as references, mutable arrays, while loops and I/O commands, but we shall seldom need them. Sequences of instructions are evaluated in left to right regime in bloc expressions such



_
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http://www.ocaml.org/
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as: begin e 1 ; ...; e n end. ML is a modular language, in the sense that sequences of type, value and exception declarations may be packed in a structural unit called a module, amenable to separate treatment. Modules have types themselves, called signatures. Parametric modules are called functors. The algorithms presented in this paper will only use this modularity structure to access some library functions — the syntax ought to be self-evident. Despite the focus in this paper is algorithmic, the readers uninterested in computational details may think of ML definitions as recursive equations over inductively defined algebras.



2.4



Abstract grammar



Let us use OCaml’s algebraic type declarations to define the abstract grammar of core ASN.1. This grammar captures the syntactically correct constructs of core ASN.1, except those which involve tags [1, §3.6.69, §8] (since they are related to the encoding rules) and the Object identifier and Relative OID types and values (for the sake of brevity). The parser’s output is a pair of a type environment and a value environment. The former is a mapping from type names to subtypes, corresponding to the type declarations in the ASN.1 specification, and the latter is a mapping from value names to values, corresponding to the value declarations. The subtypes and values are abstract syntax trees, complying with the abstract grammar. We do not follow the syntactic conventions of OCaml exactly, as detailed below. • in mutual recursive polymorphic variant definitions, we shall allow type names instead of a variant, like type t = [‘K] and u = [‘L | t] (this limitation can be circumvented by an implementation trick out of scope here); • We allow ASN.1 symbols or keywords as data constructors, like closed_int_interval | 0] hand, we assume that we have an abstract polymorphic type ’a set). The returned value of solve_integers (κ) (δ) is called dnf , where δ is the unknown in κ we are interested in. If it is ∅, it means an incon˙ always sistency error (note that the property 0˙ ∈ dnf ⇒ dnf = {0} holds). The analysis of all the cases of our algorithm shows that each .. .. .. conjunct in κ must have the pattern α = β ∪˙ γ, α = β ∩˙ γ, α = β \˙ γ or .. α = ‘Interval (lb, ub). They form a non-recursive system of equations on closed intervals, whose left-hand side variables are unique, hence resolution by substitution is straightforward. The type T can be a string. In this case, the constraint is built as ˙ of the constraints (‘Regexp . . .) associated (according to the union (∪) the actual kind of T) to each interval (ς) of sizes (dnf ). Otherwise, T is actually either a Set of or a Sequence of type, and the semantics is very diﬀerent. There is no easy way to encode sets whose sizes (cardinals) range over an interval with our constraints, e.g., a Set value whose size is 3.000, encoded as the embedding of 3.000 ‘Cons constructors. So we decide to issue a powerset constraint made of the expression collected from T and the actual cardinals of its elements. More precisely, we return a constraint similar to the∪constraint ˙ JTKα (Q) (see section 5), but whose powerset constraint is ˙ ς∈dnf γ 3ς ˙ +. As an example, let us consider now the declaration: instead of γ 3N
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A ::= SET (SIZE (3..8|7..10|12)) OF REAL. Then the constraint collected from the type A is: J‘TRef "A"Kα ({}) = JSet of RealKβ ("A" 7→ α) ..



∧



6.8



..



α =



˙ β 3‘Interval (‘PosInt (3), ‘PosInt (10)) ˙ ∪˙ β 3‘Interval (‘PosInt (12), ‘PosInt (12)).



Interval constraint



The Integer, Real and (almost all) string types have totally ordered values, hence allowing interval definitions for their values. Consider for instance PositiveOrZeroInteger ::= INTEGER (0..MAX) PositiveInteger ::= INTEGER (0 
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Oct 31, 2008 - wise #IMPLIED,. 6. a closing tag > ..... saxonhe9-3-0-4j.zip/download. Its name is ..... Otherwise it will be output without namespace, instead of ...
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XML and XSLT - Christian Rinderknecht 

easier to start with a small example. Consider an e-mail. What are the ..... A complete example: ..... Second. .
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Quiz #1 of Erlang - Christian Rinderknecht 

Quiz #1 of Erlang. Christian Rinderknecht. 3 April 2007. This time it is about shuffling ... Questions. Define shuffle3/3. 1. without tail recursion;. 2. with tail recursion.
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Functional Programming in Erlang - Christian Rinderknecht 

You also learn C, as a part of C++ or by itself (for system programming), so you are ... which is mainly an introduction to the Prolog programming language, al-.
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Logic Programming in Prolog - Christian Rinderknecht 

Expert systems are more similar to a database of domain-specific infor- mations and logic rules (simpler than within proof assistants) which allow queries to be ...
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An algorithm for unimodular completion over Laurent 

May 1, 2008 - We present a new and simple algorithm for completion of ... over Laurent polynomial rings is Park's Causal Conversion Algorithm ([11] page ...
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An Object Assignment Algorithm for Tracking 

The above matching definition is called complete match- ing, as a reference to .... ters minimizing the cost (with a small margin), and to se- lect among them the .... shop on Performance Evaluation of Tracking and Surveil- lance (PETS), June ...
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AN ALGORITHM FOR THE REST OF US 

(1) Don't make illegal moves (always put a small disk on top of a ... Class TowerByRules represents the whole game and .... The second mention of width is.
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AN ALGORITHM FOR THE REST OF US 

Looking Glass, Chapter 9. Lewis Carroll's joke would not be funny to a computer. A com- puter would simply add up the "ones" and get the right answer, while.
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An Improved Demosaicing Algorithm 

In this paper, we present a new algorithm for the demosaicing of digital images, i.e. for the interpolation of bayer patterns. A re- view of existing demosaicing ...
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scenarios for validating systemc descriptions - Nicolas Ayache 

algorithm of Model Checkers with Abstract Interpretation techniques. .... transportation is required. Such a .... execution of b and looping on a with the assumption.
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A Didactic Analysis of Merge Sort - Christian Rinderknecht 

merging; merge sort; enumerative combinatorics. Knuth [1] reports ... and precise analytic solutions are extremely difficult, making use of complex analysis [4, 5 ...
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Answers to the final exam on Prolog - Christian Rinderknecht 

... does not contain X. Since the heads of rules 2 and 4 match a non empty S, X must only match [] in the new rule 5, which can then be further simplified as ...
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A Didactic Analysis of Functional Queues - Christian Rinderknecht 

of the efficiency of programs has been pioneered by Donald Knuth, who named it analysis of algorithms (Knuth 1997, Knuth 2000, Sedgewick & Flajolet 1996). .... A functional queue is a linear data structure that is used in functional languages,.
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Answers to the quiz #4 in Computer Networks - Christian Rinderknecht 

Apr 18, 2008 - Answer the following questions, briefly jus- tifying your answer. (a) Would a packet-switched network or a circuit-switched network be more ...
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